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Global Cannabis Community Embraced by
MJ Freeway's International Editions of
GramTracker™ and GrowTracker™
Software
International compliance tool also accommodates multilingual
organizations within the US and Canada

DENVER, Oct. 17, 2013 /PRNewswire/ -- MJ Freeway are pleased to announce the release
of the international edition of their flagship GramTracker™ and GrowTracker™ software,
beginning with French and Spanish localizations.

This release follows on the heels of the software's retail and not-for-profit collective
terminology editions and establishes the company's commitment to the global cannabis
market as well as to existing clients in Spain and bilingual and Francophone Canada. "We
are hugely optimistic about the current opportunity in the international marketplace," says MJ
Freeway Chief Operations Officer and Co-Founder Jessica Billingsley, explaining that, "ten
countries in the European Union have now legalized cannabis in varying degrees, as have
more than one South American country.  Mexico City, North America's largest city, has
legalization measures pending. We see this first multi-language release as merely the
beginning in MJ Freeway's long-term global commitment to providing the most customer
friendly business solutions for tracking cannabis and complying with government regulation
wherever there is a need."

Language localization is available to all existing customers with a GramTracker or
GrowTracker subscription. Existing store administrator accounts can enable language
customization in General Settings. Prospective interested clients are encouraged to  visit
http://www.mjfreeway.com or contact MJ Freeway sales at 888.932.6537 x2 for further
details and ordering information.

About MJ Freeway LLC

MJ Freeway is the most popular and trusted provider of business software for the marijuana
industry. MJ Freeway offers GramTracker™ and GrowTracker™, patented inventory control
and grow management applications integrated into their hosted software. MJ Freeway
delivers cloud-based point of sale systems with patient and financial record management,
guaranteed state-specific regulatory compliance and multiple integrations with social
networks, testing labs and locators. MJ Freeway's software is accessible to any cannabis
business with a computer and an internet connection. For more information please visit:
www.MJFreeway.com.
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